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82-yr-old woman becomes Sikkim’s oldest paraglider
GANGTOK: An octogenarian, who is a grandmother of three, has become the oldest paraglider in Sikkim,
the Paragliding Association of the state said on Saturday. 82-year-old Dukmit Lepcha took to the skies on
October 28 from a paragliding point near Aangi monastery at Ranka, which is a small town 20 km from
capital Gangtok, sources in it said. The oldest paraglider registered by Sikkim Paragliding Association
before Dumkit Lepcha was a 68-year-old man, sources in Paragliding Association of Sikkim said.
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For Trump...
"Joe Biden will become the 46th president of the United
States", CNN projects, after a victory in the state where
he was born put him over the 270 electoral votes needed
to win. "Former vice president Joe Biden is projected to
win Pennsylvania and its 20 electoral votes, according to
Edison Research, putting him over the 270 needed to win
the presidency," The Washington Post reported.
The call came about 11:30 a.m. Saturday (local time), after a report of more counted votes from Pennsylvania.
"Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. was elected the 46th president of the United States on Saturday, promising to restore political normalcy and a spirit of national unity to
confront raging health and economic crises, and making
Donald J. Trump a one-term president after four years of
tumult in the White House," The New York Times said.
Biden's victory amounted to a repudiation of Trump by
millions of voters exhausted with his divisive conduct
and chaotic administration, and was delivered by an unlikely alliance of women, people of colour, old and young
voters and a sliver of disaffected Republicans.

Tejashwi all...
Republic TV-Jan Ki Baat exit poll also gave a clear majority to the RJD-led alliance with 128 seats, while it projected 104 seats for the ruling NDA, seven seats for LJP
and four for others. TV9 Bharatvarsh projected NDA to
win 115 seats, the grand alliance 120 and four each for
LJP and others. In terms of vote share, Today's
Chanakya projected 44 per cent for the RJD-led opposition alliance and 34 per cent for the NDA.
However, ABP-CVoter projected a higher vote share for
NDA at 37.7 per cent followed by the grand alliance with
36.3 per cent and 26 per cent for others. India Today-Axis
My India poll showed 44 per cent of respondents prefer
Tejashwi Yadav as the next chief minister, while 35 per
cent would like to give another chance to Nitish Kumar.
It projected 44 per cent vote share for the RJD-led alliance and 39 per cent for the NDA.
In the last assembly elections held in 2015, the RJD had
won 80 seats with a vote share of 18 per cent, while
JD(U) won 71 seats with vote share of 11 per cent. The
BJP had won 53 seats with 24 per cent vote share and
Congress had 27 seats and seven per cent votes. At that
time, the JD(U) had fought the election in alliance with
RJD and Congress among other parties, while LJP was
in the BJP-led NDA alliance. LJP had got two seats with
five per cent vote share.
This time, JD(U) is back in the NDA, while LJP fought
the election alone. During the 2019 Lok Sabha elections
when both JD(U) and LJP were in the NDA, the alliance
had won 39 out of 40 seats in the state.
Exit polls also predicted results for by-polls held in
several states. According to India Today-Axis My India
exit poll, the BJP government in Madhya Pradesh will
survive as it projected the party to win 16-18 seats, and
Congress is estimated to bag 10-12 of the total 28 seats
that went to polls. Similarly, for bypolls in Uttar
Pradesh, the exit poll predicted BJP to win 5-6 seats, SP
1-2 seats and BSP 0-1 seat, out of the eight seats for
which polling was held on November 3. In Gujarat
where voting happened for eight seats on November 3,
the same exit poll projected BJP to win 6-7 assembly
seats and Congress a single seat. BJP is in power in Gujarat as well as in Uttar Pradesh.

Cong, BJP...
The same is true of the Mungaoli constituency in the
same district.
In Sagar district of the Bundelkhand region, the
Surkhi constituency is witnessing a very close contest
between Govind Singh Rajput and Parul Sahu. The two
were face to face in the 2018 elections, too. However, at
that time, Rajput was the Congress candidate while
Sahu was the BJP nominee.
The Bada Malhera constituency in Chhatarpur district is likely to be annexed by the BJP, while there was
a close contest between two parties in Anuppur constituency of Anuppur district. The Sanchi seat in
Raisen district also faced close contest due to sabotage
by the local BJP heavyweights, including a senior former minister.
Voters of Biaora constituency in Rajgarh district may
prefer the BJP. The same is said to be true about Hatpipliya constituency in Dewas. In Dhar, the Badnawar seat
may go the BJP way. There is close contest in Sanwer
seat in Indore district but BJP finds in comfortable situation, while the Agar constituency in Agar-Malwa district may send the Congress nominee to the Vidhan Sabha. he Nepanagar (Burhanpur), Mandhata (Khandwa
constituencies are having BJP flavour, but the Suvasra
(Mandsaur) is in close fight.

ISRO launches earth observation
satellite, 9 other spacecraft
AGENCIES
Sriharikota

India successfully launched
its latest earth observation
satellite EOS-01 and nine international customer spacecraft on board a Polar rocket from the spaceport here
on Saturday, in its first mission this year amid the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The Indian Space Research Organisations workhorse
Polar
Satellite
Launch Vehicle (PSLV-C49)
injected EOS-01, intended
for applications in agriculture, forestry and disaster
management support and
other satellites one by one
in orbit around 20 minutes

The military talks between
India and China at Chushul
in Eastern Ladakh to resolve the border dispute
and de-escalation of forces
ended in stalemate. The soldiers of both the countries
to remain exposed to minus
20 degrees Celsius.
“There was no headway
during the talks as China
was not ready to withdraw
from the disputed position.
We had made it clear there
is going back an inch,” said
a government source.
The eight Corps Commander level talks between

both the countries began at
9:30 am and ended at 7 pm
on Friday. It was for the first
time that Lieutenant General P.G.K. Menon led the Indian military delegates.
Earlier, he had attended
two such rounds of talks
but the delegation was led
by then Lieutenant General
Harinder Singh who was
transferred last month to
the Indian Military Academy (IMA) where he would
be in charge of training the
future generations of Army
officers.
Joint Secretary from the
Ministry of External Affairs Navin Srivastava was
also part of the delegation.

at the mission control centre.
Subsequent to the successful launch, the primary
satellite commenced operating its own functions including deployment of solar panels, Sivan said.
In view of the pandemic,
ISRO implemented precautions for Covid-19 and scientists, mission directors,
project directors, were
seen with face masks and
maintaining social distancing at the mission control centre.

KOCHI: The Customs has
summoned Kerala higher education minister KT Jaleel
to appear before it as part of
its probe into the alleged violation in accepting consignments of Holy Quran imported by UAE consulate officials in Thiruvananthapuram for personal use
through diplomatic channel.
According to sources, the
Customs has served notice to
Jaleel to appear in its office
in Kochi on Monday. Besides
the issue of import of
Quran, the agency will seek
clarification from the minister on other matters under
its investigation. They, how-

ever, did not elaborate.
Jaleel was earlier questioned by the NIA probing
the terror angle in the gold
smuggling case.
Life Mission probe:Kerala
Assembly issues notice to
ED The Privileges and
Ethics Committee of the
Kerala Legislative Assembly
has sought an explanation
from the ED on the action
taken by it in the Life Mission project of the Left government. The committee decided to seek explanation
from the central agency after
a notice for privilege motion
was moved by CPI(M) legislator James Mathew.

Unaccounted `1K-cr
unearthed in TN
N CHITHRA / Chennai
In simultaneous searches
on a private firm in the information technology infrastructure sector at 5 locations in Chennai and
Madurai, the Income Tax
dept has unearthed Rs1,000
crore unaccounted income.
“Of this, disclosure of additional Rs337cr income
has already been made by
the assessee,” Surabhi
Ahluwalia, Commissioner
of I-T (media and technical
policy) said. The sleuths
found “actionable issues”
under the Benami and
Black Money Acts.
Ahluwalia
said
the
search led to unearthing of
evidence of investments in
a Singapore registered
firm. “The shareholding of
this company is held by
two companies, one owned

by the group searched,
while the other is a subsidiary of a major infrastructure development and
financing group,” he said.
One company had invested a nominal amount
though it has 72% shareholding, while the other
company with 28% shareholding alone had invested
almost all the money. “This
has resulted in a benefit or
gain of almost Singapore
$7 crore, around Rs200
crore in the hands of the
company belonging to the
searched group, which was
not disclosed by it in its return of income,” he said.
The I-T men said it would
initiate proceedings under
the Black Money Act, 2015,
for no disclosure of foreign
assets. “The present value
of this investment exceeds
Rs354 crore,” it said.

Man sets Dalit girl ablaze for
objecting his sexual advances
AGENCIES
Ballia
A 15-year-old Dalit girl was set ablaze in a village here in
Ballia district by a youth for rejecting his sexual advances, police said on Saturday.
The girl was set on fire by 21-year-old youth Krishna Gupta, a resident of her village on Friday after which the victim
was admitted to a hospital in Ballia, said Dubhar police station SHO Anil Chandra Tiwari. As the girl situation turned
critical, she was referred to a hospital in Varanasi, he said.
On the girl’s father complaint, the police registered a
case against the accused under various sections of the Indian Penal Code, the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled
Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act and the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act. The girl’s father told police that the accused abducted his daughter
from his house and set her on fire as she had been consistently rejecting the man’s sexual advances towards her.
The accused has been arrested.

India, China talks on border
tensions end in deadlock
AGENCIES
New Delhi

after lift-off from the Satish
Dhawan
Space
Centre
(SDSC), about 110 km from
Chennai, at 3.12 pm.
This is ISROs first mission this year after the
COVID-19 pandemic induced lockdown ‘disturbed
10 missions being planned

by the agency and the nine
customer satellites are from
the USA, Lithuania and
Luxembourg.
ISRO Chairman K Sivan
described the mission as a
“success” and termed it as
“unusual” for ISRO as a
rocket launch cannot happen like ‘work from home’
and all engineers and technicians had to travel from
different centres and work
together at Sriharikota for
rocket launches.
“Today, I am extremely
happy to declare that PSLVC49 successfully placed
earth observation satellite
EOS-01 as well as nine customer satellites precisely
into 575 kms orbit” he said

Kerala Minister
Jaleel summoned

“We have firmly stated to
China that disengagement
will happen at all friction
points and not at the selected locations as they want.
Our stand is clear,” the
source said. While talks
were on, Chief of Defence
Staff General Bipin Rawat
on Friday claimed that situation at Line of Actual Control remains to be tense and
war with China cannot be
ruled out.
He said: “In the overall security calculus, border confrontations, transgressions,
unprovoked tactical military actions spiralling into
a larger conflict therefore
cannot be discounted.”

Cong staunchly
opposes release of
Rajiv case convicts
CHENNAI

Opposing the release of
seven Rajiv Gandhi assassination case convicts, Congress in Tamil
Nadu said on Saturday
that political parties
making this demand was
unacceptable.
Against the backdrop of
parties, including its key
ally in Tamil Nadu the
DMK pressing for release
of the convicts, including
A G Perarivalan, whose
plea for pardon is pending with the Governor,
TNCC chief K S Alagiri
said only the judiciary
should decide on remission of their sentences.

India will give you ease of doing business: Modi to IIT students
AGENCIES
New Delhi
PM Modi on Saturday said
the country will ensure
‘ease of doing business’ for
its youths while they should
work for providing ‘ease of
living’ to people, particularly the poorest of the poor,
through innovations.
Addressing the 51st annual convocation of IIT
Delhi via video conferencing, he said the post-Covid19 world is going to be dif-

ferent and technology will
play the biggest role in it.
Covid-19 has taught the
world that globalisation is
important but self-reliance

is equally important, the
PM said. “India is fully
committed to giving its
youths ease of doing business so the youth through
their innovation can bring
about a change in the lives
of crores of people of the
country,” Modi told the
graduating students of IIT
Delhi.
“The country will give
you ease of doing business
but you do one thing,
through your expertise, experience, talent and inno-

vation...ensure ease of living for the poorest of the
poor citizens,” he said.
Modi also urged the graduating students to focus on
quality, never compromise,
and make their innovations work at a mass scale.
"Your work will give global
recognition to our products. Your efforts will lead
to swifter recognition of
Indian products,” Modi
said, referring to students
as "brand ambassadors" of
"brand India".
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